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He is the light. We’ll follow Him to the end. Though
fires may burn And storms may rage, When darkness comes, We’ll find our way back home. We will trust in the Lord. Though

(2nd verse only)
tears may fall And friends may leave, We see His light, And that’s where we will
1. We will trust in the Lord.
   We won't trust in the world,
   We'll trust in the One who made us all.

2. We will trust in the Lord.
   With all of our hearts,
   We won't trust in the world,
   We'll trust in the One who made us all.

To Coda 1.

Though fires may burn And storms may rage, When
darkness comes, We'll find our way back home. We will find our way back home.
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trust in the Lord. Though tears may fall And
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Lord. We will trust in the Lord.
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